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Abstract In this study, a Floating Parallel Marine Robot (FPMR) is studied while it is subjected to

external forces generated by the sea waves. Two FPMR cable-bundles’ configurations are used. The

6–6 Stewart-Gough parallel manipulator configuration is compared with a new cable-bundles’ con-

figuration called 6–3-3 FPMR. The effect of changing cable-bundles’ configuration is explored to

enhance the workspace and the dynamic behavior of the FPMR. This study is performed using

six DOFs FPMR having twelve cables i.e. 6 bundles. Over the FPMR workspace, the dynamic

response and platform stiffness are investigated. The workspace and the dynamic analysis of FPMR

are enhanced using the new 6–3-3 cable-bundles’ configuration.
� 2022 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier BV on behalf of Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria

University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Cable-Driven Parallel Robots (CDPRs) are robots with high
acceleration capability and a large workspace. Cables/Cords
are used as a replacement for rigid links to move the floating

structure of the CDPR. CDPR is used for many purposes such
as rescue efforts, disasters search, and managing dangerous
substances [1]. Furthermore, it is utilized in sports/theater/en-
tertainment areas/fields and telescope radio stations. Different

CDRP designs are analyzed e.g. NIST Robocrane [2], Falcon-
7 [3], WARP [4], WiRo [5], DeltaBot [6], and the hybrid cable-
actuated robot [7].

Cable-driven parallel platforms have two main parts, a
floating structure, and a cable system. Designing the cable
Khan),
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system is critical due to its effectiveness in controlling the float-
ing structure part. For further enhancement, several factors
should be considered when designing the cable system, such

as the distribution scheme of the wire tension, cables’ preten-
sion, cables’ lengths, cables’ weight, cables’ elasticity, cost-
effectiveness, and other material properties [8–14]. The cables’

configuration is an additional aspect that could be studied and
analyzed to have a better workspace and dynamic behavior. A
few studies have discussed the impact of the cables’ configura-

tion on the working of the floating structure marine platforms
[15–19]. Alternatively, several non-floating robotic studies
have used cables to explore the dynamic response and the
workspace of CDPRs [20–29]. CDPRs can be used in the mar-

ine environment for different purposes such as oil/gas explo-
ration [19,30,31].

A thorough study based on Horoub et al. analysis [19,32], is

performed to investigate the impact of marine environments
on the performance of CDPR. Since the performance of the
FPMR is controlled by cables’ locations/positions [19], this

study intends to examine the impact of two dissimilar cables’
configurations on the workspace and the dynamic behavior
of FPMR. The proposed arrangement of cables in this study

is inspired by the common 6x6 Stewart-Gough platform, a
well-known concept in the field of parallel robots [33]. The
new cables’ configuration (6–3-3) is explored and compared
with the conventional (6–6) Stewart-Gough parallel robot con-

figuration. The dynamic performance, the tension of the
cables, and stiffness of the platform are examined across the
FPMR workspace i.e., the work effective area on the sea

surface.
The general layout of the FPMR is presented in Fig. 1. This

layout consists of six cable bundles, each one represents two

cables. Each cable bundle is driven by one motor that is
installed on the FPMR floating structure. The total tension/
stiffness of each cable-bundle is the summation of the ten-

sion/stiffness of the two cables at that cable bundle.
Unresolved technical challenges in the field of underwater

robot manipulators and floating platforms make the experi-
mental validation of the proposed algorithm a difficult task.

Some of these challenges one might face in the experimental
implementation are (i) Lack of Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS), and under-water sensing devices [34]. (ii)

the requirements of acoustic-based communication and
motion control necessitate a high degree of reliability. (iii)
Harsh underwater conditions such as, high pressures and low

temperatures that require the design and the availability of
water-tight equipment and devices. (iv) Availability of noncon-
ventional technologies such as biological batteries and fuel
Fig. 1 General Layout of the FPMR.
cells which are often used as a power source in underwater
experiments [35].

It is necessary to clarify that the cables’ configuration (6–3)

[36] is widely used in some robotics applications, however, and
based on the authors’ knowledge, the new proposed configura-
tion (6–3-3) isn’t used before in such cable-bundles’ configura-

tion can be rearranged to have a better configuration that
enhances the FPMR performance and the functioning of the
system. This yields to minimize the possibility of having

cable-bundles’ compression which leads to system failure.
Hence, one of the aspects that can be used to have an effective
FPMR configuration is to adjust the vertical altitude of the
locations of some of the cable-bundles on the FPMR floating

structure. In the case of the new configuration (6–3-3 FPMR),
three out of the six cable-bundles are attached to the bottom
side of the floating structure, while the others are attached to

the top side of the 6–3-3 FPMR floating structure. The novelty
of this study is the utilization of the new proposed configura-
tion (6–3-3) in FPMR and evaluate its performance to com-

pare the results with the (6–6) Stewart-Gough parallel robot
configuration and present the benefits of using the new config-
uration (6–3-3). Below are the main issues that have been

discussed:

� The impact of two dissimilar cable-bundles’ configurations
on the workspace, cable-bundles tensions, and the dynamic

behavior of FPMR.
� The influence of the hydrostatic effect on the dynamic
response of FPMR.

� The modified cable-bundles configuration that is used to
improve the stiffness and cable-bundle tensions, increase
the workspace, and enhanced the performance of FPMR.

This paper is organized as follows: FPMR layout is pre-
sented in section 2. Section 3 introduces the dynamic analysis

of the system. While section 4 presents the methodology used
in the current study. In addition, section 5 presents and evalu-
ates the performance of FPMR with the (6–3-3) configuration
and it compares with (6–6). Finally, the paper conclusion pre-

sented in section 6.

2. FPMR layout

FPMR is exposed to the sea waves’ forces that are instigated
by climatic factors. The current work is following the studies
performed by Horoub et al. and Finnegan et al. [19,37]. The

mathematical equations that represent the excitation forces
of the seawater waves on a circular floating structure (shown
in Fig. 2) were discussed in detail [19,37] and available in

Appendix A.
The proposed setup of the FPRM floating structure and the

sea waves parameters are listed in Table 1. These parameters
were utilized in finding the excitation forces in the six DOFs

directions, which are the surge, heave, and pitch. Fig. 2 pre-
sents an example of the sea waves’ excitation forces using those
parameters.

In Fig. 3, two layouts of the FPMR are shown. The six
cable-bundles are attached to the seabed by anchors placed
along the perimeter of a 200 m radius circle. These anchors

are located at points A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; andA6. Those points
have angles, of 15; 45; 135; 165; 255; and 285 degrees with



Fig. 2 Sea waves’ excitation forces. (a) Water waves are subjected to a circular floating structure. (b) Forces surge, heave direction. (c)

Torque in the pitch direction.

Table 1 The major parameters of the FPMR floating struc-

ture and the sea wave. bw is the submerge depth due to FPMR

weight.

Parameter Definition Value

r The floating structure radius 5 m

d Water depth is considered in this study. The

distance between the base and the platform

50 m

ko The wave number of the sea wave 0.16095

m�1

H Wave amplitude peak to peak 1 m

qf Water Density 1000 kg
m3

bw The submerge depth due to FPMR weight 0.6 m

g Gravitational acceleration 9.81 kg
m3

b Total submerged depth of the floating

structure (bwis included)

–

SWL Sea water level –
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respect to the positive x-axis. Six motors, located on the float-
ing structure (circular disc with a 5 m radius) are used to drive

the six cable-bundles. The motors are located at points
B1; B2; B3; B4; B5; andB6. Those points have angles of
345; 75; 105; 195; 225; and 315 with respect to the positive x-

axis.
The difference between the two layouts is shown in Fig. 3.

In the case of the new configuration (6–3-3 FPMR), three out

of the six cable-bundles (B1;B3; B5) are attached to the bottom
side of the 6–3-3 FPMR floating structure. While the other
cable-bundles (B2;B4; B6) are attached to the top side.

3. Dynamic analysis

The dynamic analysis of the FPMR is performed using the
modal analysis technique. The FPMR is studied considering
the concepts of the rigid body dynamics. Thus, around an

equilibrium position, the equation of motion for FPMR is:

M Xð Þ€Xþ C Xð Þ _Xþ K Xð ÞX ¼ F t;Xð Þ ð1Þ
where M Xð Þ is the FPMR mass matrix,

X ¼ x y z w h u½ �T is the displacement vector where
the inside entries represent the surge, sway, heave translation
motions and the roll, pitch, and yaw rotation angles, C Xð Þ is
the FPMR damping matrix, K Xð Þ is the FPMR stiffness

matrix, and F t;Xð Þ represents the external forces and
moments. To examine the FPMR dynamics, the stiffness and
the mass matrices should be calculated. The main objective

of this work is to study the effect of changing cable-bundles’
configuration to enhance the workspace, hence and for more
simplicity, the effect of the damping matrix is not considered

in the model.
There are two inertial components of the FPMR mass

matrix. The first one is the structural-mass matrix Msð Þ and

the second one is the added-mass matrix Mað Þ (hydrodynamic
mass matrix). The mass matrix of the FPMR is shown in Eq.
(2).

M ¼ Ms þMa

¼

m 0 0
0 m 0
0 0 m

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

I44 0 0
0 I55 0
0 0 I66

2666664

3777775

þ

ma11 0 0
0 ma11 0
0 0 ma33

0 ma15 0
ma15 0 0
0 0 0

0 ma15 0
ma15 0 0
0 0 0

ma44 0 0
0 ma44 0
0 0 0

2666664

3777775 ð2Þ



Fig. 3 FPMR configuration. (a) 6–6 configuration. (b) 6–3-3 configuration.

Fig. 4 An example of 6–6 FPMR shows the effect of the weight

on the submerged depth and the cable tensions.
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where the subscripts 1, 2. . ., 6 refer to the six DOFs.

m ¼ pqfbr
2 is the floating structure mass,

I44 ¼ I55 ¼ 1
12
m 3r2 þ h2
� �

, I66 ¼ 1
2
mr2; ma11 ¼ pCaqfr

2b;

ma33 ¼ 4
3
qfr

3; ma51 ¼ ma15 ¼ pCaqfr
2b KG

�
þb=2

� �
; and

ma55 ¼ pCaqfr
2 b3

3
þ KG

�
2 þ KG

�
b2

� �
; KG

�
represents the distance

between the center of gravity (Cg) and the Still Water Level

(SWL), r is the floating structure radius, h is the floating struc-

ture height,Ca represents the added mass coefficient, and qf is

the water density. Any difference in the cable-bundles’ weight

and the floating structure’s weight are indirectly compensated
using the submerged depth (b) that affects the cable-bundles
tensions as shown in Fig. 4.

Cable-bundles stiffness depends on the type of cable-

bundles material, cable-bundles pre-tension and the magnitude
of applied axial tension depend on the position and orientation
of the floating structure. There are three stiffness matrices for

the FPMR. The first one is due to the effect of the strengths of
the cable-bundles (KkÞ, the second one is due to the effect of
the tensions between the cable-bundles (KsÞ and the third

one is the hydrostatic stiffness matrix (KaÞ.
Behzadipour and Khajepour work [29] has been followed to

find the first two parts of the FPMR stiffness matrix.
K ¼ dF

dX
¼ Kk þ Ks ð3Þ

Kk ¼
X6

i¼1

ki
bsibsiT bsibsiT biX½ �T

biX½ �bsibsiT biX½ �bsibsiT biX½ �T
" #

ð4Þ



Fig. 5 Flow chart of the methodology followed in the current

study.
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Ks ¼
X6

i¼1

Ti

li

I� bsibsiT I� bsibsiT� �
biX½ �T

biX½ � I� bsibsiT� �
biX½ � I� bsibsiT� �

biX½ �T � li bsiX½ � biX½ �

" #
ð5Þ

where I is the identity matrix; li is the ith cable-bundle length; ki
is the ith cable-bundle material stiffness; bsi is the unit vectors in
the direction of the cable-bundles; and bsiX½ � and biX½ � are

matrices which are represented by Eq. (6).

bsiX½ � ¼
0 �bsiz bsiybsiz 0 �bsix

�bsiy bsix 0

264
375; biX½ � ¼

0 �biz biy

biz 0 �bix

�biy bix 0

264
375
ð6Þ

The hydrostatic stiffness occurs due to the change in the cen-

ter of buoyancy (CB) which arises from the motion of the float-
ing structure in the heave, roll and pitch directions [17,38,39].
Therefore, an added stiffness matrix can be written as:

Ka ¼

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 ka33 0 0 0

0 0 0 ka44 0 0

0 0 0 0 ka55 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

2666666664

3777777775
ð7Þ

where ka33 ¼ qfgAs, ka44 ¼ ka55 ¼ qfgAsD KG
�

�KB
�� �

, and

As ¼ p
4
D2. D ¼ 2r which represents the diameter of the floating

structure, g is the gravitational acceleration, and KB
�

is the dis-

tance between the SWL and the CB.
The stiffness matrix has translational and rotational values

with differences in the physical units. Hence, natural frequen-

cies of the FPMR are used to evaluate its stiffness in different
conditions and locations. The natural frequencies of the
FPMR have a common physical unit (Hz) and it is used as
an indicator of the FPMR stiffness. Considering the cable-

bundles as springs, the FPMR natural frequencies are com-
puted using [19,40].

fkj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eigj M

�1Mk
� �q
2p

ð8Þ

where fkj is the jth FPMR natural frequency at the kth pose/lo-

cation (in Hz) eigj matrixð Þ; represents the jth eigenvalue of the

matrix; Kk is the FPMR stiffness matrix at the kth pose/
location.

Using the modal analysis method [41], Eq. (1) can be chan-

ged to the uncoupled differential equation form as given
below:

Xi tð Þ ¼ UQi tð Þ ð9Þ

M Xð ÞU€Qþ KUQ ¼ F t;Xð Þ ð10Þ

UTM Xð ÞU€QþUTKUQ ¼ UTF t;Xð Þ ð11Þ

€Qi tð Þ þ x2
iQi tð Þ ¼ Ni tð Þ; Ni tð Þ ¼ UTF t;Xð Þ ð12Þ

Where Xi tð Þ represents the generalized coordinates, U is the
shape vectors matrix (modal matrix), Qi tð Þ represents the nat-
ural coordinates, and xi represents the FPMR natural

frequencies.
Qi tð Þ ¼
1

xi

Z t

0

Ni sð Þsinxi t� sð Þds; i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; 6 ð13Þ

Eq. (13) gives the solution of Eq. (12) where.Xi tð Þ ¼ UQi tð Þ
Positive cable-bundles’ tensions are required to avoid nega-

tive tensions in the cable-bundles. Eq. (14) is used to calculate
the cable-bundles’ tensions.

Ti ¼ kDLi; i ¼ 1; � � � :; 6 ð14Þ
Where k represents the cable-bundles’ stiffness, and DL is

the change in the cable-bundles’ length.

4. Methodology

The current study deals with studying the effect of changing
cables’ patterns on the workspace of six DOFs FPMR. To

evaluate the effect of the changing cables’ pattern, two FPMR
cable-bundles’ configurations i.e., 6–6 Stewart-Gough parallel
manipulator configuration and a new cable-bundles’ configu-

ration called 6–3-3 FPMR were compared in this study. In
both configurations, the FPMR was subjected to the external
forces generated by the sea waves. Six DOFs FPMR with
twelve cables (6 bundles) was used in this study. Then, the

enhancement in the workspace and the dynamic behavior of
the FPMR were calculated. The flow chart shown in Fig. 5 rep-
resents the calculation scheme while analyzing this section. The

area borders in which the platform will work, the initial plat-
form location, and the submerged depth were first specified,
followed by calculating the mass and stiffness matrices using

Eqs. (2) and (3). Eqs. (8) and (13) were then used to find the
natural frequency and dynamic response. Based on Eq. (14),
the location that is included in the workspace was calculated

along with the corresponding natural frequency and dynamic
behavior.
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5. Results and discussion

Two case studies are performed in this section. The first case is
without the hydrostatic effect and the second case is with the

hydrostatic effect. To compare between 6 and 6 and 6–3-3
FPMR configurations, the dynamic response is analyzed for
the same pose/location of X ¼ 50m, Y ¼ 30m, and depth of

the submerged part of the structure b ¼ 0:8m. The results
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, which show the dynamic response in
different DOFs, i.e., surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw.
These results show that the average displacement and rota-

tional amplitudes of all DOFs in the 6–3-3 configuration are
lower than in the 6–6 configuration, which means higher rela-
tive stability in the 6–3-3 FPMR configuration than in the 6–6

FPMR configuration. At the same time, it is clear in the
responses that the hydrostatic effect helps in decreasing the
displacement and rotational responses’ amplitudes and in all

DOFs. However, the effect is clearer in surge and heave direc-
tions. Based on Figs. 6 and 7, the 6–3-3 FPMR configuration is
more stable when compared to the 6–6 configuration, and con-

sidering the hydrostatic effect further increases the stability. As
Fig. 6 6–3-3, and 6–6 FPMR dynam
shown in Fig. 8, the workspace of the 6–3-3 configuration is
also large as compared to the 6–6 configuration.

Fig. 9 shows the minimum natural frequencies of the

FPMR, within the same workspaces that are shown in
Fig. 8. In general, the 6–3-3 FPMR has a larger minimum nat-
ural frequency in all FPMR poses/locations. A larger mini-

mum natural frequency indicates that the platform is more
rigid and has more stability. This complements the 6–3-3 con-
figuration and allows it to be preferred on the 6–6 configura-

tion concerning stability. This increase in stability will be
helpful to use the 6–3-3 FPMR configuration in the sea envi-
ronment conditions more safely than the 6–6 FPMR configu-
ration. It is clearly shown that the stiffness of the 6–3-3

FPMR has a higher magnitude than that of the 6–6 FPMR.
The cable-bundles’ directions control the directions of the

internal forces of the cable-bundles and therefore the cable-

bundles’ layout has an evident effect on the FPMR workspace.
The internal forces in the 6–3-3 FPMR configuration are
stronger than the 6–6 FPMR configuration to compensate

for the environmental loads in a larger workspace and protect
the FPMP from cable-bundles’ slack or failure (i.e. negative
ical responses considering case 1.



Fig. 7 6–3-3, and 6–6 FPMR dynamical responses considering case 2.

Fig. 8 Workspaces of the FPMR (a) 6–6 configuration (b) 6–3-3 configuration.

Study the effect of changing Cables’ pattern on the workspace of a six DOF floating parallel marine robot (FPMR) 853



Fig. 9 Minimum Frequencies (color, Hz) within the FPMR workspaces shown in Fig. 4 (a) 6–6 configuration (b) 6–3-3 configuration.

Fig. 10 Cables tensions at pose/location where X ¼ 10m, and Y ¼ 10m (a) Cable 1 (b) Cable 2 (c) Cable 3 (d) Cable 4 (e) Cable 5 (f)

Cable 6.

854 M.M. Horoub et al.



Table 2 The RMS values of the cable-bundles tensions at pose X ¼ 10m, and Y ¼ 10m.

Configurations Cable 1 (N) Cable 2 (N) Cable 3 (N) Cable 4 (N) Cable 5 (N) Cable 6 (N)

6–6 (b = 1.21 m) 5:93 � 105 5:94 � 105 5:91 � 105 5:92 � 105 5:76 � 105 5:77 � 105
6–3-3 (b = 0.73 m) 1:84 � 105 1:86 � 105 1:87 � 105 1:87 � 105 1:88 � 105 1:89 � 105

Fig. 11 The 2nd-norm value of the cable tensions at each pose/

location in the 6–3-3 FPMR workspace (N/m).

Study the effect of changing Cables’ pattern on the workspace of a six DOF floating parallel marine robot (FPMR) 855
cable-bundles’ tensions). So, it is crucial to study the effect of
the new proposed configuration (6–3-3 FPMR) on the cable-

bundles’ tensions.
The cable-bundles’ tensions of the 6–6 and 6–3-3 FPMR

configuration are investigated in the same pose with the same

submerged depth. The selected pose is at X ¼ 10m, and
Y ¼ 10m which is chosen to be within the two configurations
workspaces. The minimum submerged depth, at the selected

pose, that is needed to avoid the cable-bundles slack is
1.21 m for 6–6 configuration and 0.73 m for 6–3-3 configura-
tion respectively. Fig. 10 shows the cable-bundles’ tensions
for the two configurations at the mentioned pose. It is

observed that the tensions are positive inside all cable-
bundles’ for the two configurations but the 6–3-3 configuration
requires cable-bundles’ tensions less than 6–6 configuration to

compensate for the environmental loads. While 6–3-3 configu-
ration, at submerged depth equal to 0.73 m, has a 2nd norm

value for all cable-bundles tensions equal to 4:5724 � 105 N,
the 6–6 configuration, at submerged depth equal to 1.21 m,

has a 2nd norm value for all cable-bundles tensions equal to

1:4389 � 106, see Table 2. Hence, it is concluded that the 6–3-
3 configuration needs lower submerged depth and less cable-
bundles tensions to avoid cable-bundles failure and to compen-

sate for the environmental loads.
The second norm of the root means square (RMS), values

of the cable-bundles’ tensions are shown in Fig. 11. High

cable-bundles’ tensions are needed to keep all cable-bundles
taut, as the floating structure is becoming closer to the work-
space borderline. The RMS values of the linear and rotational

displacements within the workspace are presented in Fig. 12. It
is observed that higher RMS displacements values are achieved
in the third DOF (heave motion) compared with the surge and
sway motions. Higher RMS rotational displacements values

occurred at all of the FPMR workspace edges. The colored
areas in Fig. 12 represent the workspaces of the platforms that
can work while keeping all cable-bundles taut.



Fig. 12 6–3-3 FPMR dynamical responses within its workspace, color is in [m] for the linear displacement and in radian for rotational

displacement.
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6. Conclusion

An FPMR was presented in the current study, such that the
floating structure moves on a certain sea surface (i.e., work-
space). The workspace, mass, stiffness, forces equations, and

dynamic behavior for the FPMR were investigated. The
dynamical response analysis was evaluated on the sea surface
in a certain location for two cases, which are with and without

the hydrostatic effect. The outcomes of the current study are
summarized as follows:
� The 6–3-3 FPMR configuration is more stable as compared
to the 6–6 configuration and considering the hydrostatic

effect increases the stability of both configurations.
� The workspace of the 6–3-3 configuration is large as com-
pared to the 6–6 configuration.

� In general, the 6–3-3 FPMR has a larger minimum natural
frequency in all FPMR poses/locations. A larger minimum
natural frequency indicates that the platform is more rigid
and has more stability. This complements the 6–3-3 config-

uration and allows it to be preferred on the 6–6 configura-
tion with regard to stability. This increase the stability and
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it will be helpful to use the 6–3-3 FPMR configuration in

the sea environment conditions more safely than the 6–6
FPMR configuration.

� The stiffness of 6–3-3 FPMR has a higher magnitude than

that of the 6–6 FPMR. The cable-bundles’ directions con-
trol the directions of the internal forces of the cable-
bundles and therefore the cable-bundles’ layout has an evi-
dent effect on the FPMR workspace. The internal forces in

the 6–3-3 FPMR configuration are stronger to compensate
for the environmental loads in a larger workspace and pro-
tect the FPMP from cable-bundles’ slack or failure (i.e. neg-

ative cable-bundles’ tensions).
� High cable-bundles’ tensions are needed to keep all cable-
bundles taut, as the floating structure is becoming closer

to the workspace borderline. It is observed that higher
RMS displacements values are achieved in the third DOF
(heave motion) compared with the surge and sway motions.

� After All, it can be concluded that the 6–3-3 FPMR is more

rigid/stable and secure in the marine environment as com-
pared to the 6–6 FPMR.
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Appendix A. The following analytical expressions represents
the water wave excitation forces on the floating vertical cylin-

drical disk [19,37]:
Fj ¼ bFj e
�ixt; j ¼ x; zandT ð16Þ

bFx ¼ � piqfgHr

ko
J1 korð Þ � J01 korð Þ

H0
1 korð ÞH1 korð Þ

� �
1� e�kob
� �

bFz ¼ 2piqfxr

ffiffiffi
2

p

r Z 1

0

P0 nð Þ I1 nrð Þ
nI0 nrð Þ dn

bFT ¼ My

¼ piqfgHr J1 korð Þ � J01 korð Þ
H0

1 korð ÞH1 korð Þ
� �Z b

0

z� bð Þe�kozdz

� piqfxr
2

ffiffiffi
2

p

r Z 1

0

P1 nð Þ I2 nrð Þ
nI1 nrð Þ dn

where Jm denotes a Bessel function of the first kind of order
m, Im denotes a modified Bessel function of the first kind of

order m, Hm is the Hankel function of the first kind of order
m, primes denote differentiation with respect to arguments,

x is the water wave frequency, k0 is the wavenumber, k0 ¼ 2p
k

and k is the wavelength. H is the peak-to-peak wave height,
�m is Neumann’s number, eo ¼ 1; em ¼ 2;m � 1; and Pm nð Þ
¼ � gH

2x �mi
mþ1

ffiffi
2
p

q
� Jm korð Þ � J0m korð Þ

H0
m korð ÞHm korð Þ

� �
e�kobko
n2þko

2 .
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